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From the Editor
THE PRIMARY SOURCE

Bombs Away!
A

utumn is upon us. The leaves are
beginning to show their vibrant colors, and there is that familiar chill in the
air. Jumbos can be seen everywhere clad
in new woolen J. CREW sweaters and crisp
pea coats, freed at last from summer storage. If spring turns a young man’s fancy
to thoughts of love, fall can only lead
one’s mind to consider one thing: aggression.
In this issue, the SOURCE lodges a fullblown attack on stupidity. Fortunately for
this publication, one need not look very
far to find many examples of inanity—
whether they be the continuing cries for
Campaign Finance Reform in Congress,
or letters to our very own Tufts Daily. In
search of an appropriate cover, we thought
the child-with-rocket-launcher photo was
the best summation of our reaction to
social and campus politics gone awry.
One of the events in recent memory
which caught the attention of the SOURCE
was the Daily Viewpoint penned by TCU
senator Anoop Swaminath. In his assault
on political indifference, Swaminath declares the Tufts campus to be awash with
political conservatism. Though recent political events have failed to raise the ire or
pique the concern of Tufts students, that
in itself doesn’t mean that every Jumbo is
a registered Republican or Libertarian.
Though the SOURCE is indeed a media
force to be reckoned with, we would consider neither our staff of seventeen nor
our small but loyal following to constitute
a campus majority. Only at Tufts would
the presence of a small dissenting minority be considered a campus-wide shift to
the right.
The probability is small indeed that
the Tufts campus would metamorphose
from one of the most liberal, activist campuses in the nation (according to Mother
Jones) into a haven for Rush Limbaugh
disciples. In recent weeks, sensationalist
Daily articles have painted the campus as
a right-wing stronghold on the issue of
Affirmative Action. The administration,
however, clearly has other opinions. This
is evidenced by the recent appearance of
Andrew Leong at the Start House. Though
Asian-American students are not benefi-

ciaries of Tufts’ Affirmative Action programs, Professor Leong attempted to convince them that such policies are worthy
of their support. Tufts aspires to persuade
the rest of the student body of the validity
of Affirmative Action when it brings
Christopher Edley, Jr. to campus on November 2nd as the first speaker in an ongoing campus “dialogue.” The PRIMARY
SOURCE is waiting with bated breath to see
who, if anyone, will be handling the antiAffirmative Action side of the argument.
To address other on-campus absurdities, the SOURCE proudly unveils a new
award, which has been bestowed on three
Jumbos in this issue. The Village Idiot is
an honor granted to members of the Tufts
community whose recent actions merit
the derision of the SOURCE. Though foolish, these Jumbos have simply not racked
up enough points on the scale of campus
folly to be named Fool on the Hill. However, we have no doubt that future endeavors will make many more Jumbos
eligible recipients of the Village Idiot
award.
Also in this issue, the SOURCE is proud
to unveil its second annual parody of The
Tufts Daily. In what we hope is a respectable show of mimetic skill, we feel we
have managed to capture the essence of
Tufts’ favorite (and only) daily paper. Of
course, as this portion of our publication
is a parody, we would like to issue the
disclaimer that the content of our Daily is
fabricated and that any similarity to actual people or events is purely coincidental, unless those persons are the specific
objects of parody. Furthermore, we make
no apologies for the fact that the quality
of our special section may be superior to
the Daily’s usual output.
With those formalities out of the way,
we hope you enjoy this issue of the
PRIMARY SOURCE. If any of our content
speaks to you, we encourage you to follow our assertive lead—raise issue and
demand answers. If nothing else, it will
keep campus pundits from further bewailing student
apathy.
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Commentary
A Foolish Light on the Hill

T

he Tufts Feminist Alliance’s “Take Back the Night” demonstration offered the Tufts community some valuable wisdom.
The annual protest and march reinforced the fact that sexual
harassment and abuse of women will not be silently tolerated. The
importance of speeches given on crisis management and victim
resources, and especially Judith Brown’s remarks about strategic
walking, should in no way be underestimated.
Unfortunately, this is not to say that the event did not bear the
signature marks of 90s pseudo-activism. Armed primarily with
unfounded political rah-rah and limited (for the most part) to a
ninety-minute commitment to the cause, the crowd suffered from
delusions of its own import. “The entire night is a success,” one
TFA member said, “due to the fact that so many people are here.”
If TFA believes that simple physical presence has become a
substitute for civil action and a measure of political influence, they
ought to reexamine their goals of their organization. Merely standing in a herd does not constitute social influence—it constitutes
being able to organize a crowd. Convincing that group that your
beliefs are true is a different matter.
The goals of TFA event were limited to increasing awareness.
It seems a more effective objective would have been to undermine
the social norms which propagated excessively risky behavior,
such as the glorification of sludge-surfing and one-night romances.
It is laughable that female students get drunk, wander into an
environment swarming with similarly inebriated males, where a
collective drug-induced obliviousness all but eliminates accountability, and then expect anything less than the worst. While the
previous statement will no doubt provoke a makeshift army of
feminists to publicly denounce this journal, the PRIMARY SOURCE in
not saying that these conditions are a justification. It is clear,

however, that certain modes of action do predispose one to
catastrophe, and should be avoided for this reason.
It is not enough, contrary to TFA’s professed views, to
simply be aware of the issues surrounding violence directed at
women. Awareness of this sort is only good insofar as it influences behavior. The truth is that there will always be some men
of dubious moral character who will take advantage of a woman.
Therefore, influencing women’s behavior should be one of the
ultimate goals of anyone looking to make the streets safe. Female
students should be implored to take an active and sustained role
in their own safety and that of their peers. A responsible student
must maintain some level of sobriety, or have dependable friends
who will stay conscious enough to notice if she falls into questionable circumstances. Until the night is safer, it is imperative that
students act thoughtfully and responsibly.

Keeping Their Eyes on the Ball

T

ufts University made its way into to news last
week when Medical School ophthalmology
chair Dr. Carmen Puliafito made an offer to any and
all of Major League Baseball’s umpires that they
should not refuse. Dr. Puliafito stated that bad
eyesight (most likely nearsightedness) led to poor
calls in the American League Championship Series
(ALCS). Puliafito’s offer is outstanding—an eye
examination, prescription lenses, and even costly
laser eye surgery—and he’ll do it all for free.
Baseball’s reaction to a very generous offer? “It’s
most amusing.”
This is a game in which players go under the
knife more often than the Braves win the National
League East. It is not because these players enjoy
having their knee cut open or having ligament
replacement surgery, but rather because ignoring
these physical problems prohibit them from per-
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forming their job correctly. Umpires should not be an exception.
It is imperative that baseball fans, players, and league administrators alike be sure that games will be adjudicated fairly. When
umpires make obviously incorrect calls in games, especially playoff games, they permanently scar America’s Pastime. By Dr.
Puliafito’s grace, rectifying this problem is as easy as calling his
office and booking a flight to Beantown.
Not only should Major League Baseball take Dr. Puliafito’s
offer seriously, but they should also require that umpires receive
annual eye examinations. An umpire’s eyes are as important to him
as a base-stealers legs or a pitcher’s arm. Players need to ensure that
they are in peak physical condition—the umpires should as well.

Join the Moron Party

A

merican politics has been reduced to the lowest common
denominator. A bevy of candidates has shown up to run on the
Presidential ticket this year. The current Presidency has set a new
record for embarrassment to the country. From Paula Jones to
Monica Lewinsky, this administration has managed to provide a
steady staple of entertainment for the American public.
Unfortunately, the idea that the American Presidency was
created merely to entertain the public seems to have spread to every
moron in the country: specifically Warren Beatty and Cybil Shepherd. What these two people think they are doing running for
President of the United States is beyond comprehension. Neither
has any political experience and their political theories are whatever comes out of their mouth while the cameras are rolling. Beatty,
who advocates making a governments so large that the entire
income of the United States would not suffice to pay for all the
government workers, has no concept of fiscal reality or responsibility. Indeed, actor Ronald Reagan came from Hollywood to Washington to carry out an impressive career in poltics, but Beatty and
Shephard are no Ronald Reagans. Surely the presidency of either
thespian would take the disgrace of the Clinton White House from
impeachment debates on the floor of Congress to the prime time
spotlight of Entertainment Tonight. The executive branch cannot
afford to be further tarnished by people who are unworthy of taking
the Oath of Office.

Too Much Reform

I

n 1992, Ross Perot’s newly constructed Reform Party captured
19% of the vote in the election for President of the United States.
Again in 1996, the party made a strong showing, attracting moral
moderates and fiscal conservatives under its banner. In 1998, Jesse
Ventura became the highest elected official of the Reform party
when he became Governor of Minnesota. Though the strength of
the Reform party has declined since its birth—losing many voters
to ever increasingly moderate Republicans and Democrats—it still
represents a strong force in politics today. What’s more, the next
Presidential candidate from the Reform Party will receive over $12
million for the election.
The race to gain the nomination is on. By the time this is

published, Pat Buchanan will most likely have officially announced his intention to seek the Reform Party nomination.
Buchanan, a nearly lifelong member of the Republican party has
proved that the lure of money is more important to him than his
ideology. If the Republicans are smart, they will be glad that he
is gone and say good riddance.
The fact that Buchanan is running for the nomination can
only be greeted with astonishment. Buchanan is a man known for
his ultra-conservative principles, ties to organizations like the
Christian Coalition, and sympathy for organizations which have
preached anti-Semitic and anti-minority views. In contrast, the
Reform Party is made up mostly of people who abhor Buchanan’s
ideology, even if they agree with his fiscal policies. If the Reform
Party is smart, it will reject Buchanan and permanently damage
his political standing; in the Democratic or Republican parties a
man can have considerable political clout without being at the
very top. However, in a relatively small party the top controls
everything.
The other major potential candidate for the Reform Party
nomination is Donald Trump. Here is a man uniquely unqualified
to serve as President of the United States. Like many of the
candidates this year, Trump has never held political office and,
like Warren Beatty, views everything in terms of how it looks on
television. For his running mate, Trump has suggested Oprah
Winfrey, the perfect compliment to a man who appears before the
cameras at every chance he gets. One can only imagine what their
platform would look like: a Cabinet made up of Ann Landers,
Dear Abby, and Dr. Laura coupled with “For Rent” signs on all the
major Federal buildings.
Ross Perot never looked so good.
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes

PS A large portion of Arkansas’ $1.67 million settlement in a suit
against big tobacco will be spent by the state battling the effects of
promoting, selling and using tobacco. Former governor of Arkansas Bill Clinton asked, “Does it matter what you use the tobacco
for?”

PS Doctors in Maricopa County, Arizona, have reported a large
outbreak of syphilis, a sexually transmitted disease that can cause
dementia and organ failure. Health officials became aware of the
crisis when several Mesa residents were seen leaving massage
parlors clutching their livers and hollering, “Take back the night!
Students unite!”

PS In other Arizona news, the number of youths arrested statewide
for DWI has nearly doubled this decade. One Mesa resident
explained the increase in alcohol consumption, saying “You gotta
chug a lot of Natty Light to convince yourself that crazy chicks with
kidney failure are sexy.”

PS In still more Mesa news, local authorities have arrested 31
members of a methamphetamine ring believed to be a major
supplier throughout the Southwest. Commented one citizen, “It’s a
shame they busted those guys. Doing meth sure beats driving drunk
to the clinic to get treated for the clap.”

PS Finally, two Mesa residents are planning on holding an
anything-goes kickboxing tournament in the city, much to the
behest of the mayor of the Arizona city. The two violence-peddlers
defend their bloodsport, claiming, “There ain’t much to around
here now that we can’t screw, drink, and snort meth.”

PS Officials at Mystic Aquarium’s Aquatic Animal Study Center
plan to release two rehabilitated pilot whales back into the wild this
week. Once they have passed their rehabilitation and been released,
George Steinbrenner announced that the two whales will be offered
contracts to be designated hitters for the Yankees.

PS A billboard in Oakland offering drug addicts $200 to use birth
control was torn down minutes after it went up. Protesters called it
an attempt by rich white people to target poor minorities. The
billboard’s organizers defended their program, as well as their new
“$300 if you stop smacking up your ho” initiative.
PS Well, it’s that time again. No, not Halloween—although the
timing can’t be a mere coincidence. That’s right, it’s Alyssa’s
birthday! Social butterfly that she is, the SOURCE's editor-in-chief
received gifts from many notable campus personalities…
Top Ten Birthday Gifts for Alyssa Heumann:
10. A Speak and Spell from the staff of the Observer
9. Jen Dodge’s “Everyone Knows I’m A Lesbian” T-Shirt
8. A “Tickle Me Simba” from Chip Gidney
7. Keith Levenberg’s legacy
6. The ultra-rare Observer commencement issue
5. A random first initial from I. Melvin Bernstein – how does “O.
Alyssa Heumann” sound?
4. A Scrabble board from Will Kinlaw
3. Chocolate-dipped lesbians courtesy of TTLGBC
2. Black roses, dead fish, and a pig’s heart, c/o Lauren Heist
1. A big hug, some truth (hold the sorrow) and a bottle of Cavartier
from the SOURCE.

PS Amtrak employees will be getting newly-designed uniforms
next year, with fashionable layered shirts and two-tone belt buckles. In addition to being stylish, the new duds are flame-retardant
and wrinkleproof, just in case the train folds up like an accordion
and bursts into flames when it derails.

PS A Virginia psychiatric hospital will lose its license after a
report revealed that the hospital failed to prevent a patient with a 20year-history of schizophrenia from hanging himself. In their
defense, the shrinks noted, the man’s schizophrenia seems to have
completely disappeared.

PS A spike in the state’s prison population has the Connecticut

PS Black bears are still prowling the woods in southwestern

Department of Correction negotiating to send hundreds of inmates
to Virginia. Hopefully, the number of prisoners will be further
reduced when the Virginia inmates get schizophrenia and kill
themselves.

Alabama. An official from the NAACP stated that this was due to
the right’s assault on affirmative action.

PS A herd of fifteen wild elephants broke into a cluster of thatched

threatening to detonate bombs in their offices if they don’t each
give $25,000. The letter also provided a provision allowing for
payment to be made in possum pie or Jim Beam.

huts in a small village in India, guzzled rice beer fermenting in
casks, and then tore apart the village in a drunken rampage.
Commented one eyewitness, “I am so glad that my son is attending
school in America where he will not be exposed to the rapid
consumption of cheap alcohol by walking elephants.”

PS A town in Iowa is updating their laws to allow not only seeing

PS A University of Delaware scientist has isolated the chemical

eye dogs in the new community center, but also seeing eye goats.
Said one blind man, “We know goats ain’t much to look at, but then,
that’s never bothered us.”

compound in the horseshoe crab that make it good bait for catching
eel, conch and catfish. After this discovery, the scientist moved on
to his next project: moving out of his parents' house.

PS Ten Alabama doctors received letters this week from someone
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PS As many as 26 of 57 accused killers committed to the

PS A Santa Fe man was recently arrested for a twenty-first time

Colorado Mental Health Institute on insanity pleas are allowed
out of the hospital on certain days. Said a spokesman for the
Institute, “Ah, what’s the big deal? It’s not like they’re going to
go crazy and start killing people or anything.”

on a DWI charge, soon after being released from the prison
sentence resulting from his twentieth. State police have asserted
that if he keeps this up, one of these days they're just going to take
his gosh darned license away.

PS Top Ten Halloween Costumes We’d Like to See:

PS After passing their new "Twenty-two Strikes and You're Out"

10. Al Gore as “bowl of Bran Flakes”
9. Tipper Gore as “Dr. Dre”
8. Bill Clinton as “the truth”
7. Monica Lewinsky as “a humidor”
6. Bob Dole as “an erection”
5. Every American League umpire as “Helen Keller”
4. Rudy Giuliani as “a senator smattered in feces”
3. Mumia Abu-Jamal “a microwave burrito”
2. Jerry Falwell as “a pink tambourine”
1. Hillary Clinton as “a rabbi”

law, Santa Fe legislators voted 4-3 to allow kids to play Hacky-Sack
in the town plaza. "I'm sick of these reckless kids turning our parks
into three-ring circuses," said one of the opposed voters. "Now if
you'll excuse me, I've got to drive down to the bar."

☞ That’s what we call progress, son: Sophomore Anoop
Swaminath bemoans the shift from liberal to “conservative
views on abortion and affirmative action.” Excuse us: Tufts is
conservative? Maybe if bed-wetting liberals keep saying that, it
will come true… Shiny happy Jumbos join a movement boycotting corporations that have “committed acts which are detrimental
to the environment.” The SOURCE is anxious to join this effort, and
is organizing a protest trip to the headquarters of the Spartacus
Youth League... Dimwitted quota-pushers Shinique Smith and
Daniel Peña were “intellectually disturbed” by Tufts Republicans who don’t approve of affirmative action, so they accused
honky GOP members of being anti-minority. Hay una problema:
last time we checked, Tufts Republicans President Irene Zaki
wasn’t white.

scope: Today your cartoons will kick ass... Well-endowed citrus?: A caption declares online registration will
prevent “long limes.” Positive proof that
the beverage of choice of the Daily production staff is la cerveza mas fina…
Great moments in objective journalism:
“Racial stereotyping in children’s television
poses a serious problem which can effect [sic]
the values of America’s youth,” writes Daily
contributor Neil Taylor about his favorite movies, The Lion King and The Little Journalist
That Could. At least he isn’t reviewing Dawson’s Creek... yet!...
A caption beneath a photo of teen queen Katie Holmes reads
“Katie Holmes is really hot.” Future Daily bombshells will
include “Stephen Hawking is really disabled.”

☞ In a ineffectual Observation, senior Hamilton Lee promotes
personal spirituality, supports affirmative action, and roots for
the Baltimore Orioles. Readers may conclude that Lee don’t
know much about religion, government, or baseball… What do
supporters of affirmative action and Orioles fans have in common? Spending large amounts of money and getting nothing in
return… Speaking of the politically ignorant: Freshman Jesse
“The Busybody” Alderman urges elimination of the electoral
college in an Observation, in order to “galvanize political involvement in those who are traditionally isolated.” We assume
Alderman means people stupid enough to think that the electoral
college has frats and dining halls.
☞ Congrats to the Tufts Daily! Despite all of the following gaffes,
they were replaced by the Boston Red Sox as the area leader in
errors... Last Friday’s Daily was mysteriously delivered at noon.
Guess all the local trash-tossers were tuckered out after Game 4
of the ALCS... Oh my stars: In a letter about horoscope authors,
Jeremy Goldstein writes “I was scared that I was getting information from someone who didn’t know what they are talking
about and that just doesn’t suit Daily standards.” Jeremy’s horo-

PS A would-be Ohio drug store robber attempted to take the entire
cash register but only managed to rip off the top of it before running
off down the street with his arms full of broken circuit boards and
dangling wires. The suspect was taken into custody, but unfortunately, the police were not able to repair the register in time for the
cashier to ring up some chocolate donuts.

☞ Predictions: Stephen Hawking will discover particles from
the year 5400 that reveal many years down the line, the Zamboni
still isn’t funny... Hank Azaria receives the Light on the Hill
Award and retires, leaving Chip Gidney to take over as the voice
of Apu and Bumblebee Man... In the year 2010, scientists at
Wesleyan clone the first human being, and create an army of
Anoops to end the conservative threat... They Might Be Giants
plays Tufts—hundreds of people who got beat up in high school
attend the concert... Saturday’s performance of The Rocky
Horror Picture Show in Dewick goes awry when guests start
throwing Aztec-rubbed toast…Displeased by the wings and
nachos in the new Hotung Sports Café, the SOURCE opens an
uphill hunting lodge, serving pheasant, venison, and seal… Tufts
organizes a Halloween trip to the home of American League
Umpire Tim Tschida—Jumbo Express provides eggs, TP and
shaving cream... The ghost of John H. Schmuck rises from his
grave and reads a copy of the Observer. His moans of pain haunt
the campus for the rest of the semester.
☞ THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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Sometimes countless lives can be saved with a single bullet.

One In
A Million
by Lew Titterton

W

henever there is military action in a
foreign land, the same political
rhetoric is repeated: The United States is
not against the people of Nation X; the US
seeks only to right the wrongs of Nation
X’s dictator or end the persecution of many
by Nation X’s evil regime. Whatever the
exact phraseology may be,
the message has been the
same for decades. Even as
the supposedly humanitarian United States bombs a
civilian landscape back to
Paleolithic times, we persist in our declarations that
we bear no grudge against
the farmers and doctors and
children we invariably kill,
maim, and make homeless.
Before accusations of
this piece being overly
melodramatic while faintly
pragmatic are levied, let
one thing be made clear: it is recognized
that sometimes bombing is necessary, and
that when America bombs, some civilian
casualties are simply unavoidable. But all
too often it seems America has two choices:
drop masses of powerful bombs or do nothing. The results of bombing are homeless
civilians, destruction of private property,
and injury or death those whom the military offensive was meant to protect. The
Husseins and Milosevics of the world remain comfortably ensconced in decadence
and evil while their surviving citizens continue to live horrible lives of subjugation.
Some may see this all-or-nothing approach to military action as a necessity. If
we intervene abroad, we ought to go allout with constant bombardment, for to go
only halfway is a waste of money, time,
and human life, and an exercise in futility.
Other options such as deployment of ground
Mr. Titterton is a junior majoring in
English.

troops recall the horrors of Vietnam, or on
a lesser and more recent scale the appalling
memories of dead American servicemen
being dragged through the streets of Somalia.
True, there are instances when following a policy of isolationism is the proper
course of action (or inaction, as it were). What
is often ignored is that
there is a fourth option,
one that in many cases
is infinitely better than
smart bombs or soldiers
or sitting on the collective United States behind twiddling our
thumbs. That option requires a handful of
America’s best on a
single mission: assassination.
Assassinating
the likes of Saddam Hussein would not be
easy, but it most certainly would be possible. The problem is the American policy
against doing away with sadistic and harmful dictators. Put into place in the 1970s,
and violated once when an attempt was
made on Libyan Dictator Muammar
Khadaffi, this policy seems almost
noble. How can America, the first among
first-world nations, model of civility
and justice, simply put out a hit those
despots who annoy us? The answer is
simple: when the alternatives are things
like blowing up the Chinese embassy by
mistake or allowing Kurds to be slaughtered for the umpteenth time in recent
history, how can we not assassinate?
Sometimes assassination missions
will fail. The leader will get away with
his life. Other times, the killing will be
successful, but the ultimate results will
not—someone will simply replace the
fallen warlord and be equally wicked
and totalitarian. But the possibility of
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failure is no reason not to try. How often
did bombing in Yugoslavia fail? How many
times did NATO hit the wrong target? But
it went on—and eventually became something of a success—but only a great cost of
billions of dollars and thousands of innocent lives. If a group of Navy SEALs or
CIA operatives fail, the cost is far less.
Advocating assassination is not some
partisan attack on the Clinton administration. George Bush’s ultimate failure was
not the recession, but leaving Saddam
Hussein alive and in power. Presidents
both democrat and republican have been
unable to order or even advocate assassination, and one can only fathom that part
of that inability comes from personal fear:
that if the US elminates a world leader the
likelihood of presidential assassination
increases. That fear is probably justified,
but the fact remains being president involves a rather high risk that some lunatic,
religious zealot, or foreign nationalist will
try to kill you. US presidents must cope
with the fear of death, and cannot allow it
to affect their judgment—if they do, they
have failed, and should never have been
president in the first place.
Ultimately, there will always be instances where bombing is the right thing to
do, just as there will be moments where the
US should just stay out of foreign affairs
altogether. But times exist when one
assassin’s bullet may be as effective as the
dropping of ten thousand bombs, and may
save a million lives. When the US finally
recognizes this, our foreign policy—and
the world in general—will be better off
❑
indeed.
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Many minority groups on campus
"Tufts and minorities go together like gin and tonic" says president
by IMAN ASS
Scandal Creation Editor

It is an undeniable fact that there are
many minority groups on the campus of
Tufts University, the university that we go
to. Obviously the correct opinion to have is
that diversity, which is defined as having as
many students of color as possible, is good.
But do all students on the Tufts University
campus, the campus on which we live on,
have this opinion? No they do not, which is
why they must be encouraged to think for
themselves by means of other people forcing
them to have this opinion that diversity is
good.
Said one African-American student at

our (Tufts University) university, "Obviously
I feel that there should be minority groups on
campus, after all, I am clearly an AfricanAmerican student on this campus." The
Daily then asked this African-American student if he felt that there were others who did
not share his opinion, which is the correct
one. He responded, "Yes," he responded, "I
think that certain campus conservatives do
not think that minority students belong on
this great campus of ours, at Tufts University. This is what I told my orientation group,
who coincidentally, were all African-American students. Isn't that whack?"
We then grabbed an issue of "The Primary Source" and called the first name on the

Senators Levey and Calvert agree
"Tommy and Jesse go together like gin and tonic" says president
by JEREMY WANG-IVORYSOAP
Personal Interests Editor

At today's Senate press conference, Tufts
Community Union (TCU) Senators (S)
Tommy Calvert and Jesse Levey agree.
"I feel that our previous effort, Focus
2000+, was absolutely worthless," said
Calvert.
"I feel the same way," said Levey.
"...when compared to the new-and-improved Focus 2000±1, now with fifty percent more student involvement in crucial
issues," exclaimed Calvert.
Levey agreed, going on to say that he
believed that the new program would fully
address each and every student concern.
Said Calvert, "I agree. One of the the
main concerns of the Focus 2000±1 is student involvement in the administration of the
school. For example, we believe that all
students currently taking Math 4 at this prestigious university of ours should be given a
seat on the Budget and Priorities Committee."
Levey and Calvert continued to agree
for the duration of the press conference,
which was actually just me, Jesse, and Tommy

sitting behind Hillsides drinking beers.
"I think we should watch out for the
cops," said Levey.
"I agree," said Calvert.
Levey and Calvert then went on to agree
about this article.
"I think you should put our pictures
side-by-side on the front page, seeing as how
this has only happened a mere twenty-five
times so far this semester," said Calvert.
"I agree," said Levey. "Do this."
"Sorry, guys," I said, "but Ben Gedan
wants me to insert a quote from Erin Ross so
we can put her picture next to the article."
"Erin Ross is hot," said Levey.
"I agree," said Calvert.
I talked to Senator Erin Ross, who said
see ROSS, page 26

Photo by Dick Leaky

A black person.
masthead. They answered the phone and
told us, "This is Jason Cohen. You just
grabbed a copy of the Daily. The "Primary
Source" is the one with the color cover."
Set back, but undaunted, we called editor Alyssa Heumann [sic], who told us over
the phone in her very own voice: "Whta [sic]
are you talking about? Of course I think
Tufts should admit members of minority
groups!" Obviously, we did not expect this
kind of response from a known racist.
Undaunted, but set back, we called the
rest of the Primary Source members and
continued to get the same type of responses
from the members of the Primary Source,
which, we might add, were all spelled incorrectly in our notepads. We did not call the
final few Source members, because it was
getting late and we still had fifty or even
more words of filler to write. However, if we
had called one of these students, we expect
that they would have said, "Yes you should
expel all the minorities!"
The Daily is outraged and feels that "The
Primary Source" should be defunded and
that although this has not happened before
we on the Tufts University campus might
want to start thinking about it, if you catch
our drift.

Inside This Issue:
Mistakes; page 1
Corrections; page 10
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The Tuft's Daily is published whenever the hell
we feel like it and left in a big pile in Dewick, where
it usually sits before being thrown out byDining
Services employees who are jealous of our intellijents.
The Daily is printed at Charles River Publishing,
although they'll never admit it.
The content of editorials, advertisements, signed
columns, cartoons, and graphics all reflect the opinion
of Lauren Heist, who hates anybody and everybody.
All display ads will be bordered by ridiculous filler
guaranteed to make your ad look, by comparison,
like
the most incredible thing ever written.
Sometimes, when we get nervous, we stick our hands
under our arms and then we smell them.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Lettitors To The Editors
You only wish you were
as cool as lesbians are
I would like to respond to the letter to
the editor printed in Monday's The Daily
entitled "Gay Chalkings Made Me Cry."
We, the gay community at Tufts
University, are deeply offended that you
were offended. You people flaunt your
heterosexuality everywhere you go with
your
hand-holding
and
your
"conversations" with each other. So why
is it that you pitch a fit the second
somebody writes "I love freshdykes"

Chalkings might maybe
possibly have been a tad
bit offensive and could
have been more tactful
I would first like to say that I am a
very open minded straight person. I think
gay people are great. In fact, all of my

You guys really suck
I am writing to express my concerns
about your publication. You probably
won't print this letter, but I felt the need to
tell you that your so-called "news"paper
is complete and utter garbage. Your editors cannot write, let alone edit. Your
articles are poorly written and, more often than not, biased and completely

outside of Tilton? Or what about
"Lesbians love Bush" outside of Bush
Hall? It took us days to come up with
that!
But that's not the point. The point is,
those chalkings didn't offend you because
they were offensive. They offended you
because they were homosexual in nature.
Would youhave been offended if the
chalkings were about heterosexuality?
Of course not.
We would have been.
Philip McCrevasse '02
TTLGGBFHFPC
best friends are gay. My father's gay.
However, I think you people need to
realize that you can get your message
across to the unenlightened masses without being so naughty. I am very much an
open minded person, but I think that
maybe you should possibly consider
writing messages that are maybe a little
possibly more nice. In closing I would
like to say that I really like gay people.
Olive Gaze '01
unobjective. You fill your empty space
not with anything resembling intelligent
content, but with mindless filler. The
only reason students pick up the Daily is
to do the crossword puzzle during their
first class. I'm glad I've graduated. Now
take my damn name off the masthead.
Jason Cohen, LA '99

CORRECTIONS
In Sunday's Daily, the top headline on the front page should read "Health
Services to provide therapists free of charge," not "the rapists."
The filler on page 19 of yesterday's Daily should have read "Come join The
Daily, it's a lot of fun," not "Get me out of this f--king place!"
The picture on page 17 of Tuesday's Daily was in fact of Erin Ross and not the
Wessell Library, as the caption stated.
Contrary to what was reported in yesterday's Daily, President John DiBiaggio is
not an alien being inhabiting the body of an alcoholic Italian hell-bent on taking over
the world by sucking the brains of nubile young girls and using their bodies as
hibernation centers for his alien spawn. We at the Daily apologize for any
inconvenience this may have caused.
In Monday's Daily, the end of one article was cut off. It should have read,

The Daily reserves the right to add [sic]s anywhere in
your letter we possibly can, regardless of whether
there is an error or not, especially if we do not like
you personally.
http;//www.The Tuft's Daily.com
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Did you know that Tufts is the smallest
university with a daily paper?
Too bad it's all crap like this.
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Viewpoints
You are a lazy son of a bitch
by Sam D. Vindbag
You all know me. I am TCU senator
Sam D. Vindbag. I am very popular and I
have a lot of friends because I am on student
governmint. And you’re not. Unless you’re
a senator.
Anyway, I am writing this Viewpoint
to the Observer because of my strong belief
that I ardently favor and staunchly support
people who do stuff. That is to say, so to
speak, if you know what I mean, that there
is no room for political apathy at Tufts,
which is where we go to school. You people
should all care about everything we say!
After all, if we have our photo in the paper
we must be important. Unless you have a
photo in the Primary Source. In that case,
you’re probably a racist.
Why should you listen to me? Because
I use big words like “esoteric” and
“bufferfunding.” Check this out: “I will do
all that I can to ensure that Tufts students are
not left high and esoteric without soap,
paper towels and bufferfunding.” Cool, huh?
Now that we have established that I am
smarter than you, now to prove you are a
lazy sunuvabitch (see that’s my title!). In
last year’s elections, which were really held
this year last semester, only half of the
student population voted. I am really, really
disappointed in the Tufts community. Surely
picking the people who will be wasting
your time with Viewpoints and stuff is more
important than your work and eating dinner!
The problem is political apathy and

student conservatism. As we all know, con- Part of Sam’s Final Solution is to lure the
servatives are people who try to avoid change conservatives to the campus center with
and who hate minorities. As a lactose intol- promises of free fried chicken and then
erant American, I resent conservative have them all arrested and forced to spend
America’s condemnation of my fellow 15-25 years in a Somerville public school.
handicapped citizens! And here
at Tufts, their opposition to
"Why should you listen to me?
change causes other people to be
Because I use big words like
lazy, not vote for student leaders,
and think for themselves. This is
'esoteric' and 'bufferfunding.'"
why I made up a plan to end the
right-wing threat. It’s called
Sam’s Final Solution.
I hope you all see that, as I said before,
Ever notice how the conservatives are to reiterate, once again there is no room for
slowly killing Tufts, but no one can ever political apathy at Tufts. Or, as my great
find one of these people to actually arrest uncle’s barber’s best-friend’s gynecologist’s
and try before a TCU tribunal? Well, as we hairdresser, Millard Fillmore, would say: It
all know, conservatives love fried chicken. ain’t no fun if my homies can’t have none.

A minority of one
by Yupik Inupik

Frankly, I'm sick of all this talk about
“diversity,” “affirmative action,” “tolerance,” and “chocolate-dipped lesbians.” I
came to Tufts's University expecting tolerance and acceptance, but what I find
here is only intolerance and, uh, unacceptance.
First of all, I am referred to as an
"Eskimo," a term that is patently offensive. Anyone using it should be required
to perform hour upon hour of community
service. The word Eskimo is not an Eskimo word. It means “eaters of raw meat,”
and was used by the Algonquin Indians as
a derisive reference to my people, who
wore animal-skin clothing and were hunters. We call ourselves “Inuit,” which means
Sam D. Vindbag is a freshman majoring in "the real people.” Of course, this is much
International Relations and Drama.
more acceptable
because it implies
Viewpoints Policy
that we are better
The Viewpoints section of the Tufts Daily is an open forum for students,
than you.
faculty, administration, and random people to bitch about basically anything.
But somehow
It is printed on Tuesdays and Thursdays, assuming the Daily is printed on
you think it is acthose days, which is not bloody likely. Viewpoints should be poorly written,
biased, and inaccurate. All facts should be incorrect. Editorial cartoons are
welcome, mostly because we haven't received any since the Reagan
administration. All material should be submitted by 1 PM on the day prior
the desired day of publication, unless you want it to actually make it into the
issue, in which case you should leave it in the Observer's trash can.

Yupik Inupik is a
sophomore who
has yet to declare a
major.

ceptable to call me an “eater of raw meat?”
I would never call any of my fellow Jumbos anything that offensive! But every
day people point out to their friend that I
am an Eskimo. Oh, the horror!
When I go to class, I am guaranteed
that I will be the only person of my kind.
Well, that just plain sucks! I demand that
Tufts hire full-time Inuit professors. I demand an Inuit Studies major with hundred-level language and culture options. I
demand the TCUJ (Judiciary) to recognize my Inuit Club. I demand my own
culture house. As of now, I do not even
get my own dormitory room!
On Sunday, I will be approaching the
TCU Senate with my “Resolution to End
Xenophobia Against Inuit Peoples.” It
will be a venue to coerce the administration to build a freshwater river running
through the residential quad in which I
can fish for tuna and salmon. It will
demand that Dining Services add caribou,
seal, and polar bear to the menu on a
regular basis. And finally, to further my
college experience, I will require the athletic department to help me start the Tufts
Dogsled Team.
Please join me tomorrow on the patio
for a rally to support Inuit causes.
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ACROSS
1 Hello
3 La, Ti, __
4 Smell
5 La, __, Do
8 4 Across
9 I __ stupid
10 __, Ti, Do

Crossword
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

JJUU MM BB LLEE
Unscramble these four Jumbles, one
letter to each square, to form the names
of four Daily editors.

you know, newspapers used
to fill space with articles.
Fortunately,
we've evolved
since then.
This is a filler box...
and if we spent half the
time we spend coming up
with "creative" filler
refining our content...
We'd be the
freaking
Wall Street Journal.

The Daily:

We write good.

AROUND CAMPUS
YESTERDAY

Boo

SHITE

8

DOWN
9
10
1 Opp. "Cold"
2 Idiom
3 There's a three-foot streamer of it coming
out of our mouths
7 National Rifle Association, abbrev.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
FOR PEOPLE TOO DUMB TO
DO THE CROSSWORD

Aaah!

EPANOC
CLEHMENS

it's what daily editors
are most afraid of.

WALKIN

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

Print answer here:

Daily Fillerscopes
Aries - You will soon discover a large, ugly bump
on your neck. It's your HEAD! MUHAHAHA
Taurus - Feel like you're going nowhere? Time
to do something about it. Take your own life.
Gemini - You need a change of scenery. Transfer
to Bunker Hill Community College.
Cancer - Your problems with your love life will
soon be coming to an end! You're dying.
Leo - Embrace the positive in your life. Go after
it with gusto. Stalk your ex-girlfriend.
Virgo - Feel like your friends don't understand
you? Time to start killing them one by one.

Libra - Feeling inspired to set some goals for
yourself? How about plastic surgery, ugly?
Scorpio - Time to relax. Turn the car on, roll up
the windows, and fall asleep.
Sagittarius - Don't get nervous about your
upcoming birthday. Nobody will remember.
Capricorn - You've got a big decision coming up.
Go with McDonald's or Taco Bell.
Aquarius - It's time to make your move. Chase
your dog into traffic.
Pisces - Spend some time alone today. Frankly,
nobody wants to hang around you anymore.

TOMMOROW

NEVER

Midnight Cafe at Oxfam
Anti-Death Penalty Concert
If you don't come, we'll gas you.

Affirmative Action Ends
Former Site of the Office
of Equal Opportunity
9 AM

President Clinton Speaks At Tufts
Yesterday, 9 PM, Cohen

Quote of the Day

TODAY
University Chaplain's Table
This week's topic: "I know Garry Trudeau"

"This is the quote of the day."
- Somebody
Beirut Night at the Daily
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The road to Hell is paved with
good intentions—and link sausage.

Breakfast With a
Side of Government
by Dan Lewis

P

erhaps the worst part of the Presidential mean more government and less free enterelection process is the advent of new prise. But Gore-defenders fret not, as gal“solutions”offered by Democratic candi- lant Al knows how to sell his proposal. Too
dates to the public. While these donkey do- bad this is accomplished with little more
gooders often correctly identify problems than emotional appeals.
in society, they just as quickly come up with
This argumentum ad misericordiam ina solution known as Big Government. Re- tends to appeal to voters’ hearts while subcently, Frosted Flakes and Lucky Charms verting concerns of dollars and cents. Brahave become the issue
dley, Gore, and their
Unfortunately, people are
du jour. As expected,
liberal comrades use
the left-wing answer hungry; some families must pity to sell more govis a visit from Uncle
ernment. A speech on
rotate which child eats
Sam.
Bradley’s website
Anyone who has breakfast on a given morning. says, “Politicians like
been to a Bill Bradley
talk about children.
Unquestionably, a problem to
lecture has undoubtJust throw in a menexists. But the Democratic tion of children and
edly heard the former
Knickerbocker
you get an applause
cure—big government
present the issue of
line.” However, no
breakfast with a little programs—may be worse than amount of outcry for
anecdote. Bradley tells
compassion can make
disease.
the story of an elementhis government protary school teacher, who, in trying to teach gram economically efficient or good for
the importance of a good breakfast (albeit this nation.
probably not sugared cereals), asks the eighThe liberal candidates do not seem to
teen students of her class to raise their hands care. In a speech given in California this
if they had a “big” breakfast. When only ten past June, Bradley stated that “[g]overnment
respond, the teacher asks the other eight if must do more…We have the resources. We
they had breakfast at all. Seven respond have the ideas.” Gore concurs, stating that
affirmatively, leaving a lone little girl. When government-provided breakfasts would help
questioned why, the girl replied, “It is not solve the national hunger problem. To the
my turn to eat.” Unfortunately, people are candidates on the left, free trade is an exhungry; some families must rotate which periment gone awry. Big Brother will man
child eats breakfast on a given morning. the gruel pot. The assault on free enterprise
Unquestionably, a problem exists. But the now begins at 8:00 A.M. every morning.
Democratic cure—big government pro- Democratic candidates ignore any and all
grams—may be worse than disease.
possibility of a free market solution. They
Al Gore falls into the pitfall as well. claim that only via taxes, central planning,
Without stating how, the Coattail Candidate and the novel ideas of politicians can our
proposed to increase the number of schools nation’s problems be solved. But free enterthat serve a “free” breakfast to any and all prise solutions do exist—although you won’t
students. This is a noble notion—but not a hear that from the tax and spend spin-docpractical one. Any such plan will certainly tors.
The Hunger Site (www.thehungersite
Mr. Lewis is a senior majoring in
.com) is the capitalist’s answer. Once a day,
Economics.
average Joe web surfer can make his way to

The Hunger Site, click on a button labeled
“Donate Free Food,” and voila, over one
cup of food is donated to hungry people.
The browser is also guided to a page containing anywhere from one to nine advertisements. Each advertiser pays a half-cent
per unique visitor, which goes to purchase a
quarter cup of food. The hungry get fed, the
people paying for the food get to advertise—everyone wins. And the Federal government has nothing to do with it.
GreaterGood (www.greatergood.com)
also shows how capitalism feeds. This web
site promotes different e-commerce sites
such as Amazon, eToys, and Office Max
and allows Internet consumers to purchase
items from these retailers via GreaterGood.
For each sale made via the GreaterGood
website, the vendor pays GreaterGood an
“affiliate fee”: a percentage of the sale given
to those who refer the consumer.
GreaterGood, in turn, donates half of
that fee (with a floor of 5% of the item’s
price) to a non-profit organization of the
consumer’s choice. Currently, there are fifteen organizations to choose from, including organizations like Big Brothers Big Sisters of America and Save the Children.
Again, we see a system without losers—the
consumer pays no extra yet gets to help the
less fortunate, the retailer has a higher volume of sales and most likely more profits,
and GreaterGood pays its own operating
costs—which include the creation of new
jobs as the site expands. The only Big Brother
involvement is that of a noteworthy and
admirable non-profit organization.
Yet neither member of the Democratic
Duo referred to these marvels of capitalism in a speech, press release, or commercial. Neither Bradley nor Gore attempts to
set up a privately-funded organization to
pay for school breakfasts. Neither can see
the world through the eyes of the innovator
or free market leader. Instead, both candidates claim that the only solution to the
problem requires Washington-style intervention.
This trend in American liberal politics
is a dangerous one. Economic entrepreneurs (even those in the non-profit sector)
now have to compete with the federal government. Democratic candidates, in seeking to be the enemies of hunger are concurrently enemies of capitalism. They want
to force eggs benedict and big government
down the throats of schoolchildren—and
❑
they want you to pay for it.
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Hyper-sensitive Jumbos offended by
Coming Out Day? Chalk it up to opinion.

Leave Those
Kids Alone
by Joshua Martino

T

wo weeks ago, Tufts students deco criticism of the Coming Out Day chalking
rated the campus in preparation for was not prompted by hatred of homosexuComing Out Day, an annual celebration ality. We at the SOURCE are often victims of
devoted to gay, lesbian, and bisexual pride. the reasoning behind such complaints: inTwo days after the
tolerance to opposing
event, students who
viewpoints.
To those who seek
were offended by chalk
To those who
advertisements for
seek
eradication
of operadication of opposing
TTLGBC-sponsored viewpoints, freedom is a
posing viewpoints,
festivities sent comfreedom is a fairfair-weather friend.
plaints to the Tufts
weather friend. People
Daily. Outraged memare willing to support
People are willing to
bers of the LGBT comindividual rights until
support individual rights
munity responded to
their sensibilities are
the criticism through
offended. This parauntil their sensibilities
more letters to the edidoxical behavior is
are offended.
tor. A campus controcommon at Tufts,
versy was born.
where the Left seeks to
Although no one suggested that the silence conservative voices—whether their
administration censor the Coming Out Day target is this journal or the Tufts Republiads, critics of the chalking believed that cans, whose signs and chalking are reguthe messages were indecent. According to larly vandalized. To some hypersensitive
the Pachyderm, chalking cannot contain
“profanity or sexually explicit material.”
TTLGBC carefully and cleverly avoids
violating these simple rules by playing
with words to create innuendo. These chalk
messages, containing thinly veiled allusions to homoeroticism, are meant to stir
up a bit of controversy and make the reader
think twice about his or her understanding
of sexuality and sexual roles.
Still, the public response to the chalking should not indicate to TTLGBC that
there is little tolerance for homosexuality
and the rights of homosexual students here
on the Hill. This is simply not true; the
majority of straight Jumbos regard gay,
lesbian, and bisexual students as friends
and classmates who are a valuable part of
the Tufts community. True homophobes
are members of an unenlightened minority—one which is in rapid decline. Public
Mr. Martino is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major.
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Jumbos, TTLGBC’s ads represent an immoral voice and an untraditional point-ofview, when really the chalk scrawling is
nothing more than words meant to raise
awareness. The only threat posed by the
Coming Out Day ads is the possibility of
offending passers-by. If one finds the content of the chalking distasteful, I urge the
offended to do as every SOURCE member
does as he or she encounters an anti-rightwing, socialist rally: walk by with your
head held high, and mind your own business.
One student who took offense to some
of the chalking was sophomore Kathleen
Mullin. In a letter to the editor that was
better suited for the Daily’s Viewpoint
section, Mullin fusses about how insinuated vulgarities in TTLGBC messages
tested her morals. By saying that her own
ethics were challenged, Ms. Mullin comes
off sounding self-righteous, especially after stating that the LGBT community has
lost the support of an ally simply because
she is easily miffed by chalk messages. If
a person ended support of the heterosexual
community each time a message was
deemed “offensive”, we would surely have
a campus with much different sexual mores. Though not alone in her disdain for
these messages, Ms. Mullin fails to see that
nearly every other Jumbo did not publicly
scold the homosexual community; those
who did not approve of the ads ignored

them, or did not participate in Coming Out
Day activities.
Without public criticism from Mullin
and others who chastised the chalking,
several members of the Collective have
put their own feet in their mouths. Discussions held on Coming Out Day openly and
honestly confront homophobia, a widespread social phenomenon and a serious
political issue. Ads with no purpose other
than to get a laugh or to shock belittle the
gay rights movement on this campus. They
do nothing to challenge stereotypes or encourage acceptance of a group that has
historically been shamefully ostracized.
These jokes are counter-productive, so why
condemn the entire LGBT community for
pointless chalk ads created by a handful of
students? As co-coordinators Elizabeth
Fischer, Jason Fox, and Shou Min Tan
responded in the Daily, the creators of the
chalking expressed their own opinions
about gay pride, and not those of TTLGBC.
The true tragedy of the chalking fiasco is that thoughtless responses to
Mullin’s opinion embarrass TTLGBC. It
is apparent that the intention of the Collective was not to humiliate her, for the
co-coordinators thanked Mullin for expressing her thoughts. In response to the
Daily letters Rainbow House Manager
Carl Sciortino says, “We encourage freedom of expression.” Obviously senior
Jennifer Dodge does not agree. In the
Daily, Dodge arrogantly mocks the critic
of her chalk message in a bitter, whiny
and sarcastic tirade. Ms. Dodge sanctimoniously gloats over the ingenuity of her
chalking, while foolishly ignoring the purpose of her chalk message. Coming Out
Day ads are intended to encourage oncampus dialogue about sexuality, and to
get students to think twice about their
attitudes. Dodge’s biting response makes
Mullin the poster child for homophobia
simply because she had the courage to
express her opinion about the chalkings.
Radical members of the LGBT community, like Ms. Dodge, forget that one can
disapprove of the chalking without disapproving of the entire LGBT community.
Hopefully, rhetoric from either opinion on this matter will not prevent an organization or an individual from publishing a
point of view. Freedom of speech should
not be hindered by people are too sensitive
to read disagreeable scribbling or to under❑
stand the opinions of others.

Dining Services' policies leave students
with a bad taste in their mouths
and a big hole in their wallets.

Food Fight
by Stephen Tempesta

C

ollege freshmen are always being told
that they are adults, and that they will
be treated as such. Yet, as freshmen opened
their orientation letters from Patricia J. Lee,
Director of Dining and Business Services,
they realized that they were required to
purchase the Platinum Plan, that is, the full
20 meals per week. These meals were to be
paid for in advance, with no refunds. The
assumption here is that freshmen do not
know how many meals we eat per day, and
such a policy makes one wonder whether
Dining Services is truly providing a service
or if they are simply robbing students of
their money.
Most freshmen eat around thirteen
meals per week. That means one meal each
day goes uneaten, but is still paid for. The
money then goes directly into Dining Services’ pocket. The average meal costs around
eight dollars, totaling over fifty dollars per

Mr. Tempesta is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major.

week. And that is only for one student.
Imagine that total multiplied by one thousand freshmen! And of course, the money is
never returned to the students— rather, Dining Services keeps it and uses it as they see
fit. These unused meals should be converted into points or cash at the end of the
year.
What does Dining Services do with all
of this free money? It is painfully obvious
that they do not use the extra cash to purchase food. By 6:00 P.M, only an hour into
dinnertime, the dining halls are often out of
bread, chocolate milk, desserts, ice cream,
cones, cookies (if they even had these to
begin with), and a whole lot more. Dining
Services makes the dubious claim that they
never have any unused food and, in the odd
event that they do, the excess is contributed
to local food banks. Perhaps they never
have any extra food because they do not
make enough food for the student body to
begin with.

A typical freshman dinner? Try getting this service with a smile at Carmichael today.
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The quality of the food itself is also
questionable. Many vegetarians and vegans
are hard-pressed to get any protein out of the
spice-covered garbage at “Beans, Greens,
and Grains.” It is a feat in and of itself that
students can actually consume these vegan
entrées without gagging. The only vegetarian offering at Hodgdon is egg salad, and
herbivores who decide on Trios have only
two choices: nothing and like it.
Speaking of Hodgdon, its new Spartan
take-out rules leave you with a pitifully small
amount of food in your brown bag (if they let
you take one.) Heaven forbid that a student
actually get his nine bucks’ worth with an
extra gingersnap at dinner! At the dining
halls, you can use a meal that you have not
yet eaten to pay for a meal you want to eat
now. Of course, you’re then out of luck the
next day. Why can’t students use their past
unused meals to satisfy the payment for this
meal, even from week to week? That would
not be unfair—these meals are already paid
for! No, Dining Services cannot have such a
policy. Then they might feel a little hit in the
pocket and would not be able to buy all those
snazzy uniforms for their employees.
The dining halls’ hours of operation also
desperately need to be extended. On Saturdays, for instance, the number of students
who eat between the hours of 8:00 and 10:00
am is minimal. In fact, many students eat
neither breakfast nor lunch on Saturdays,
and may not eat their first meal until well
after 5:00 P.M. Of course, since Saturday
nights are the ones which run the latest for
most students, many wind up hungry long
before they go to bed because they are forced
to eat dinner as many as three or four hours
before they step out for the night. If the
dining halls opened and closed later on Saturdays and Sundays, say from 11:00 A.M. to
8:00 P.M., then most students could actually
eat when they feel hungry.
Dining services acts more like a 1920’sera oil monopoly than a reliable, fair service.
Parents are paying thousands of dollars for
their children’s board, and almost half of that
is wasted. How on Earth can it possibly cost
ten dollars to carry points over to the next
academic year? And why can’t balances less
than twenty dollars be carried over? The
answer is simple: Tufts wants your money
and has no problem with simply stealing it.
Finally, there is a remarkable lack of
sanitation in the dining halls. There are many
places in this country where food sanitation
laws are commonplace, and the Medford/

Somerville border is apparently not one of
them. Who really wants to eat the piece of
bread that dozens of students have already
picked through? In fact, forget about the students: who on the staff, besides those serving
the hot meals, wears gloves? Even more
repulsive is the blatant disregard for sanitary
grilling practices. The “chefs” put raw, dripping beef next to cooked chicken. They use
the same utensil to flip both beef and poultry,
raw or cooked. They use their bare hands to
take the meat and the chicken out of the box,
with nary a bar of soap in sight. The “BBQ Pit”
is the very definition of “unsanitary.” If Ham-

burger Patty had any respect for her customers, she would end these disgusting practices,
yet she continues them with reckless abandon.
There is currently more than enough propaganda spewing forth rhetoric about Tufts’
“wonderful” food service. The truth is, it’s far
from it, and it is in need of vast improvements.
Dining Services continues to serve us poor
food and steal our money, apparently under
the impression that they are here to stay. This
is unacceptable. Students should have the last
say about every service provided them by the
university – it’s time someone remembered
❑
that we are the ones paying for it.

Tufts tries in vain to sell affirmative
action to the students of Start House.

The Asian
Connection
by Sam Dangremond

F

or the most part, the students here at Affirmative Action entitled “Race in the
Tufts are to be praised for their un- United States”. As a precursor to this
common level of education in matters of series, Professor Leong of the College of
race. Regardless of one’s stance, a Tufts Public & Community Service Law Censtudent is well informed and able to criti- ter at UMass Boston presented a lecture
cally analyze the current racial issues of at the Start House (the Asian-American
debate. When presented with an illogical culture house) on Monday the 18th. It
and inconsistent argument, Tufts students appears that the Affirmative Action
can more often than not sniff it out. This Policy of Tufts University brochure was
with
perfect
timing.
was precisely the reaction of the students mailed
Professor
of the Start House to
the lecture given by
Leong began his lecThat a minority group should ture by stating that
Affirmative Action
supporter Andrew
sacrifice themselves for the he was a proud benLeong. While Proof Affirmagreater good of society was eficiary
fessor Leong pretive Action. This
also an argument put forth was a deception. He
sented an informative history of Aflater revealed that it
by the Anti-Abolitionists
firmative Action, his
was not his status as
when combating the end of a minority (as was
beliefs simply didn’t
reported in the
hold up to the quesslavery.
Daily) but “geotions of Start House
graphic Affirmative Action” that enabled
students.
Now that the Coming Out Day de- him to attend his law school. Professor
bate has subsided, the next cause du jour Leong had been a resident of Ohio, so
of the campus Left appears to be Affir- despite his admittedly lower LSAT scores
mative Action. The administration and he was admitted to law school here in the
culture houses of our university are spon- East. Leong benefited not from being a
soring a lecture series on the topic of member of an underrepresented minority, but by being from an
Mr. Dangremond is a freshman who is
underrepresented area of the country.
majoring in Chemical Engineering.
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The difference between racial and geo- that they can be harmed by Affirmative favor of making Asian-Americans servile
graphic Affirmative Action could not be Action. The term “reverse discrimination” to administrative policies beyond their
greater. Making geographic Affirmative is often used to describe the effects of Affir- control.
Action equivalent to racial Affirmative mative Action policies on Caucasians and
The students of Start House realAction was Professor Leong’s first il- Asian-Americans. In order to promote ra- ized this. They knew that as Asian-Amerilogical argument.
cial diversity, minorities can be accepted cans, they are harmed by Affirmative
The term Affirmative Action has over other applicants in the admissions pro- Action. Once Professor Leong concluded
taken on a great deal of ambiguity, so it cess irrespective of academic merit. This his speech, he answered questions from
is not surprising that confusion can arise. can result in a better-qualified Caucasian or the Asian-American audience. Many of
The brochure from The Office of Equal Asian-American being passed over for a the questions began with “I’m in favor of
Opportunity of Tufts University is no minority. Thus, the better qualified appli- Affirmative Action but…”. The queshelp, defining Affirmative Action in cant has been discriminated against on the tions drove straight to the heart of the
terms of “affirmative action statutes”. A basis of race.
matter, for example “How does Affirmavague circular definition only adds to the
Asian-Americans present a particu- tive Action benefit the Asian-American
controversy surrounding this issue. A lar problem for Affirmative Action theo- community?” Several students also quesclear and straightforward definition of rists. The underlying theory of Affirma- tioned the fairness of using race as any
Affirmative Action from the Office of tive Action is that minorities need help in sort of factor in admissions. Professor
Equal Opportunity would do much to order to overcome past and present dis- Leong was only able to answer their
clear up confusion. The general under- crimination. However, despite the dis- question by trying to persuade them that
standing of Affirmative Action is that it crimination that Asian-Americans have Affirmative Action is enacted in society’s
consists of those policies which make suffered, they do not appear to need any best interests, even if it isn’t in theirs,
one’s race a factor in hiring and admis- special help in admissions or hiring. Pro- stating “Don’t be selfish, think of socisions, in order “to remedy past discrimi- fessor Leong commented on the view that ety in the long run!” That a minority
nation and/or prevent further discrimi- Asian-Americans are not in need of Affir- group should sacrifice themselves for
nation.” Those who benefit from Affir- mative Action, calling it the “Model Mi- the greater good of society was also an
mative Action policies are members of nority Myth”. This “myth” is the widely- argument put forth by the Anti-Abolithose racial minorities who are deemed held view that Asian-Americans are tionists when combating the end of slaunderrepresented and therefore in need hardworking, industrious and scholarly very. Minorities have already spent
of help in order to overcome past perse- and so do not require the benefits of Affir- enough time in subjugation to serve the
cution and current lack of educational mative Action. Professor Leong consid- “common good,” whether it be Japanseresources.
ered this to be a stereotype that hurt Asian- Americans in internment camps, AfriProfessor Leong first gave an informa- Americans, though there are no doubt can-Americans in slavery, or Jews in
tive review of the major court cases and many other minorities who would long ghettos. Policies such as Affirmative Acexecutive orders that historically molded for such a generalization. By seeking to tion need not squander the potential of
Affirmative Action into its current form. dispel such a “myth”, Professor Leong Asian-Americans, as the students in Start
❑
Professor Leong then attempted to argue discourages these admirable qualities in House well know.
that Affirmative Action
is a positive influence,
both on Asian-Americans and on the betterment of society as a
whole.
The fundamental
problem with Professor
Leong’s argument is
that Asian-Americans
are rarely, if ever, beneficiaries of Affirmative
Action policies. AsianAmericans are not
underrepresented on
college campuses, and
therefore are not given
preference by admissions departments.
Asian-Americans are
treated just as CaucaAt Tufts, Asian-American students have grown wary of the same old Affirmative Action song and dance.
sians are, which means
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We swear we are
not making this up.
Just how diverse is Tufts, anyway?
Surprisingly enough, sufficient evidence that this university is a little lacking in
good old-fashioned common sense comes from a quick search of its Web servers.
Here's a look at how many times favorite lefty buzzwords appeared,
next to their conservative counterparts:
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CLICK HERE
TO TRY AGAIN
*We swear that this is true, and frankly,
this is one case where we wish we were
making this up.
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Campaign finance reform may
put dangerous limits on free speech.

Hush
Money
by Jonathan Perle

T

hough the PRIMARY SOURCE covered the filled the seat vacated by her husband after
Constitutional issues of campaign fi- his death in 1997, went through four elecnance reform in our last issue, recent events tions before becoming a Congresswoman
have made this the time to address the in her own right at the next election cycle.
political aspect of this controversial issue. The new Representative had this to say:
Recently Senators McCain and Feingold “Last year . . . I endured four grueling
once again brought up campaign finance elections and watched as wave after wave of
reform in the Senate designed to ban soft attack ads flooded my district under the
money. Down the hall
guise of informing
in the House, Repre- Talk about limiting campaign voters. These ads dissentatives Shays and
both my record
donations and the media torted
Meehan brought up
and the record of my
their version of the jumps on the bandwagon, but opponent. The Shaysbill. The two bills ban turn around and demand that Meehan bill effecsoft money and retively ends the misuse
the media give free
stricts corporations
of issue advertising. It
and unions from advertising to candidates and does so by requiring
spending money on
ads which clearly
watch them hit the speed all
campaign ads.
urge the support or dedialer for their lawyers.
There can be no
feat of a candidate in a
doubt
that
the
federal election to be
McCain-Feingold bill is an egregious viola- treated like what they are, political ads.”
tion of the Constitution and of the principle Apparently, Ms. Capps is the final arbiter
of freedom of expression. The ability of about what is and is not misinformation,
special interest groups to advertise their and when she doesn’t like the kinds of ads
side of the issue, or to speak out about that are run on television, she feels that she
candidates who are hurting their interests is has the right to get rid of them. The fact that
what freedom of political speech is all about. Ms. Capps believes that it is her place to
It is appalling that there are individuals who decide on the constitutionality of political
walk the halls of Congress who believe it is speech an anathema to everything Ameriokay to ban political speech simply because can, and a worrisome statement coming
they think it is a good idea. Freedom of from a member of Congress.
speech is not about good or bad ideas, it is
Just as bad or perhaps even worse, the
about the ability of people to express their media is complicit in this activity. A large
viewpoints in an uncensored environment. part of the media supports campaign fiApparently the valueof this ideal is lost to nance reform even as they publish ads from
some members of Congress.
special interest groups. The New York Times,
Rep. Lois Capps’ (D-Calif.) remarks The Washington Post, and others have pubabout campaign finance reform and about lished editorials in support of campaign
the Shays-Meehan bill, indicate that she is finance reform. The very hypocrisy of these
either a) unfamiliar with the principles of institutions is startling. Talk about limiting
the Constitution, or b) just doesn’t care. campaign donations and the media jumps
Capps, who won the special election and on the bandwagon, but turn around and
demand that the media give free advertising
Mr. Perle is a sophomore majoring in
to candidates and watch them hit the speed
Political Science and Philosophy.
dialer for their lawyers. To this end, it seems

that media moguls are more concerned with
the thickness of their wallets than the political content of their papers.
Of course, the assumption that campaign finance reform is a good idea is in
itself a determination based upon false presumptions. Chief among them is the notion
that campaign finance reform will somehow eliminate “corruption” in politics. First
of all, there is very little corruption (in the
traditional sense of the word) in today’s
political arena. The post-Watergate media
has proven ruthless and effective in rooting
out corruption in our politicians. Scores of
consultants and reporters scrutinize every
aspect of politicians’ lives, and they like
nothing better than to find an discrepancy,
pounce on it, and run it on the front page.
The idea that there is corruption of Congressmen in any significant amount is laughable.
In the past, political party machines
(mostly Democratic) were indeed replete
with corruption, especially in the big cities
like Chicago or Boston. Money would flow
into the system and people would put it in
their pockets. Now, however, nearly all the
money that comes in from special interest
groups flows right back out into the street in
the form of advertising. The PRIMARY SOURCE
invites anyone to write in with proof of
widespread corruption by politicians. By
corruption, we mean a direct link between
an interest group giving something to a
politician in exchange for a vote or some
other political gift, not a tenuous correlation
which relies on opinion.
In conclusion, one last point needs to
be made. Proponents of campaign finance
reform rest their argument on the tenuous
assertion that there is corruption in government and therefore reform is necessary,
or on the assumption that the appearance
of corruption in government makes reform
necessary. In the first case, corruption
should be dealt with by law enforcement
officials. If there is proof that there is true
corruption in the federal government, then
an investigation should be conducted. This
is what happened in the Savings and Loan
scandal, and the system worked. In the
second case, the appearance of corruption
can never be a reason to trample upon the
freedoms of the Constitution and the principles of liberty. If reformers feel that the
appearance of freedom is more important
than actually having it; Europe is just 5,000
❑
miles away.
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We at the SOURCE have often found ourselves embroiled in deep inner conflict. There are some campus personalities whose complete
and utter inanity is simply too egregious to ignore, and yet these people haven't yet done enough to merit their own Fool On The
Hill feature. This would often cause much disturbance during production weekends, and out of that turbulence comes what we feel
is an appropriate compromise: a new award and a new column, devoted to those Tuftonians who have proven themselves worthy
of ridicule but have not yet earned Fool-with-a-capital-F status. We proudly present to you the first installment of The Village Idiots.

Stupidity, like cigarettes, comes in packs.

The Village Idiots
T

he Daily’s would-be-ladies’-man Will Kinlaw may not
be the savviest media critic on campus, but he’s certainly the most verbose. In his weekly Dawson’s Creek
reviews, the news-editor-cum-teenybopper proves once and
for all that yes, the Capeside high schoolers have a much
more advanced vocabulary than any member of the Daily
staff. Aside from his incisive commentary on the show’s
content (i.e. “The entire season thus far scores a full 10.0 on
the official What-the-Hell Meter,”) Kinlaw attempts to use
the column as a showcase for his own romantic expertise.
In a recent column, the aspiring Casanova offers
advice on nookie locations (“…there’s nothing classier than getting it on in an institution
for the mentally insane—I suggest you try
it”) and condom-buying (attention Armand
Mickune-Santos!). Tufts’ alternative to Dr.
Ruth insists that a gas-station restroom is the
perfect location for the procurement of prophylactics.
More frightening than the possibility of Kinlaw condom
failure, however, is the critic’s persistent sexual
allusion to P RIMARY S OURCE writers. Though flattered by the compliments, members of the
editorial staff have been packing pepper
spray recently in an effort to reduce the
chance of a meeting with wanton Will. Our
advice to Mr. Kinlaw: try to find a more
exciting date-night alternative to a rousing
game of Scrabble, and take many a cold
shower before sitting down with the most recent
issue of the S OURCE .

S

enate Historian and campus ally-to-all Erin Ross
shows the entire hill that Political Science at Tufts
fails to teach anything of value. “I could be spending
my time debating about ‘better student government,’”
swoons the senate seductress, “…but I have decided to
funnel my energy into an issue that affects the entire
Tufts population.” Her Poli-Sci background seems
to have taught her that ignoring the will of the
public (in this case, making the senate more responsive to student concerns) is of little or no importance. Instead, a senator should use her campus
positions of power to pursue her own agenda, while
simultaneously trying to justify her actions to the student

L
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body in a Viewpoint.
Playing Harvard catch-up, Tufts’ own Nurse Nightingale insists that the campus needs not just confidential, but
anonymous AIDS testing, and that such an issue should be at
the forefront of campus concern. “Wouldn’t you prefer that the girl who sits behind you in Spanish class knows you are getting tested rather
than explaining to your parents why they
owe the school more money?” the sex-ed
senator posits. Actually Erin, we would
rather that no one knew we were getting
tested—the purpose of instituting truly anonymous AIDS testing. The spicy Senatrix continues, “I
made reforming the HIV and AIDS testing at Tufts the
focus of my senate reelection campaign.” Anyone who
believes that there need be a focus to her senate election
campaign deserves this award without much comment. To
Erin, we offer the following helpful hints: use a condom, and
if Will Kinlaw approaches with a Scrabble board, back
away slowly and don’t make any sudden movements.

A

lso of recent note is the childish scrawling
of senate president Larry D. Harris in
(surprise!) the Viewpoints section of the Daily.
“If you think about it,” postulates the campus
leader, “kindergarten was probably the most
important part of our lives…we learned the
most valuable life lesson that…would propel us
through the remainder of our lives.” At last! The
guiding force behind the Harris administration revealed! Just as the year of Schnirmania was riddled with
incompetence, this past few months of senate leadership
has been characterized by a return to the days of pottymouths and paste-eating.
From the childish antics of the senate at the Mountain Club Loj retreat to drunken Fall-Fest freestyling,
the senate under Harris has clearly reverted to their
five-year-old roots. Just as small children throw
temper tantrums when they don’t get their way,
senate immaturity has prevented the addition of a
TCUJ member to ALBO proceedings, and has government progress stalled over a trivial cabinet debate. To the
TCU Senate we have this advice—the body is overdue for
a much-deserved “time-out”.

Bubbles
are for

senators.
The PRIMARY SOURCE Course Evaluation Guide is
coming. And it’s the only place on campus where
you can read honest, uncensored reviews of
the best and worst— that Tufts has to
offer.
Got something to say and want
people to listen? Send us your
honest50-to250-wordreviews
of notable courses,
professors,
and
departments. And
don’t pull any
punches.

source@sardon Yx.tufts.edu
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
If you keep your mind sufficiently open, people
will throw a lot of rubbish in it.
—William Orton
Carrying a destination sign when hitch-hiking
is a lot like going to college. Even though deep
down inside it may not mean a thing, it’s a
convenient way of explaining to people what
you’re up to.
—Ken Hicks
Let others praise ancient times; I am glad I was
born in these.
—Ovid
I never did give anybody hell. I just told the
truth and they thought it was hell.
—Harry S. Truman
There is no security on this earth, there is only
opportunity.
—Douglas MacArthur
To secure peace is to prepare for war.
—Carl von Clausewitz
We are going to win and the industrial West is
going to lose out; there’s not much you can do
about it because the reasons for your failure are
within yourselves.
—Konosuke Matsushita
When the effective leader is finished with his
work, the people say it happened naturally.
—Lao Tse
It’s no measure of health to be well adjusted to
a profoundly sick society.
—Krishnamarti
The closest thing the digital world has to
dogma is its ingrained libertarianism, its
wholehearted commitment to political and
economic freedom, its fierce opposition to
constraints on individual expression - from the
chilling fanaticism of the politically correct to
the growing movement to censor popular
culture.
—Jon Katz

If the automobile had followed the same
development as the computer, a Rolls-Royce
would today cost $100, get a million miles per
gallon, and explode once a year killing everyone
inside.
—Robert Cringely
When buying and selling are controlled by
legislation, the first things to be bought and
sold are legislators.
—P.J. O’Rourke
Abortion is advocated only by persons who
have themselves been born.
—Ronald Reagan
Those who attack the rationale of the game,
and not the players, are its most formidable
adversaries.
— James J. Martin
Being Politically Correct means always having
to say you’re sorry.
—Charles Osgood
I want to stay as close to the edge as I can
without going over. Out on the edge you see all
kinds of things you can’t see from the center.
—Kurt Vonnegut
In the lexicon of the political class, the word
“sacrifice” means that the citizens are supposed
to mail even more of their income to Washington
so that the political class will not have to
sacrifice the pleasure of spending it.
—George Will
I still believe in liberalism today as much as I
ever did, but, oh, there was a happy time when
I believed in liberals...
—G. K. Chesterton
But the fact that some geniuses were laughed
at does not imply that all who are laughed at are
geniuses. They laughed at Columbus, they
laughed at Fulton, they laughed at the Wright
brothers. But they also laughed at Bozo the
Clown.
—Carl Sagan

You won’t learn much about capitalism at a
university. How could you? Capitalism is a
matter of risks and rewards, and a tenured
professor doesn’t have much to do with either.
—Pournelle
We have staked the whole future of American
civilization, not upon the power of government,
far from it. We have staked the future of all of
our political institutions upon the capacity of
mankind of self-government; upon the capacity
of each and all of us to govern ourselves, to
control ourselves, to sustain ourselves according
to the Ten Commandments of God.
—James Madison
Remember folks. Street lights timed for 35 mph
are also timed for 70 mph.
—Jim Samuels
Facts do not cease to exist because they are
ignored.
—Aldous Huxley
The most fundamental fact about the ideas of
the political left is that they do not work.
Therefore we should not be surprised to find
the left concentrated in institutions where
ideas do not have to work in order to survive.
—Thomas Sowell
What is a socialist? One who has yearnings to
share equal profits from unequal earnings.
—William R. Inge
If the government doesn’t trust me and my
guns why should I trust the government and
their guns?
—Bumper Sticker
The great crimes of the twentieth century were
committed not by money-grubbing capitalists
but by dedicated idealists. Lenin, Stalin, and
Hitler were contemptuous of money. The
passage from the nineteenth to the twentieth
century has been a passage from considerations
of money to considerations of power. How
naive the cliche that money is the root of evil!
—Eric Hoffer

